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ABSTRACT

00:00

Continuous Data Protection (CDP) is becoming instrumental in
recovering applications from crypto-ransomware attacks. It enables
fine-grained recovery through journaling, allowing the applications
(its volumes) to recover to any previous state. While zero data
loss can be achieved during recovery with CDP, the timestamp
of the desired restore point, i.e., the one just prior to the attack,
needs to be provided to reconstruct the volume. Such information
is often unavailable in practice, and system administrators can only
adopt a trial-and-error strategy to narrow down the time range of
desired restore points by making multiple time-consuming recovery
attempts. The recovery systems offer little guidance in pointing to
the restore points containing a valid application state and reducing
data loss. To address this problem, we equip the CDP-based recovery
with machine intelligence. This demonstration showcases Smart
Recovery Advisor (SRA), which offers interpretable, data-driven,
and feedback-aware restore point recommendations that reduce
the number of recovery attempts while minimizing data loss.
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Figure 1: Recovery attempts at the recovery stage of (a) snapshotting technologies and continuous data protection (b) without and
(c) with recommendations from SRA.

near-zero data loss in recovery by journaling every modification to
the filesystem or storage [9]. Therefore, in case of a cyber attack, the
application state can be recovered just prior to the attack, attracting
various database and disaster recovery solutions to employ CDP
to achieve business continuity with near-zero data loss [13, 18].
Unfortunately, even though CDP is effective in minimizing data
loss, the administrators need to spend significant recovery time to
identify the desired version of data out of thousands of possible RPs.
The increased recovery time could incur other damages such as the
reputation of businesses or even life (e.g., a Californian hospital
under ransomware attacks in 2016 took five days to restore and
become fully operational [10]).
Existing research on CDP focuses on optimizing storage overhead [15] or volume reconstruction efficiency to speed up recovery
time [16]. They assume the timestamp of the desired RP is known
in advance, and thus the recovery can be accomplished in a single
recovery attempt to the timestamp just before the attack. However,
in practice, the desired restore point is not known in advance, and
administrators need to guess it by trial-and-error. Taking the cryptoransomware attack in Figure 1(b) as an example, the administrator
first guesses the RP to be attempted (e.g., 08:00) and reconstructs
the corresponding volume. A verification function, such as file hash
comparison or virus scanning, is then conducted on the recovered
volume to examine whether the valid (pre-attack) version is found.
This reconstruction-verification process is repeated with different
RP guesses to either find a valid version or further reduce data loss.
Even though techniques speeding up volume reconstruction in a
recovery attempt have been proposed, the verification function can
still be time-consuming. Depending on the volume size and the
verification type, an attempt may take hours to complete. Since
the overall recovery time grows linearly with the number of recovery attempts, limited trials can be done in practice. Therefore, it
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INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, cyber threats have been on the rise. Ransomware attacks are being automated [5], and they are causing
ever-increasing downtime in production systems [4]. Scheduled
backups have traditionally offered data protection by snapshotting
the system state periodically. However, depending on the backup
frequency, they can incur unacceptable data loss. Figure 1(a) shows
an example of a crypto-ransomware attack from 14:00 to 16:30 on
a system protected by creating a snapshot every six hours. In this
case, the recovery to the nearest Restore Point (RP) results in two
hours of data loss.
In the cybersecurity landscape, Continuous Data Protection
(CDP) is regaining its popularity as a recovery mechanism. It offers
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Figure 2: System architecture of SRA with the data-driven component mining block-level Table 1: Five example I/O characteristics (i.e., aggregation functions F) employed by SRA.
I/O requests and the feedback-aware component enabling human-in-the-loop.

is crucial to only conduct recovery attempts on high-quality RPs
that minimize data loss. CDP would be more practical in recovering
from crypto-ransomware attacks if the administrators are advised
to pinpoint promising RPs to be attempted (Figure 1(c)), rather than
guessing various RPs on the timeline without any basis.
Motivated by the above need, we propose the first machine
learning-powered Smart Recovery Advisor, coined as SRA, towards
usable CDP with the following contributions.

in uncompromised applications, e.g., untimely access, updates to
an unusually large fraction of data, or updates to old or rarely
modified blocks. SRA intercepts the block-level read/write requests
between the application and its block storage device. Each request
comprises five attributes: request timestamp, target device, logical
block address (LBA), request size, and operation type (Op). The datadriven component performs little computation in real-time, while
most of the work happens during recovery. In real-time, it only
extracts salient features from the block-level I/O request stream and
stores them for later analysis. Upon initiating a recovery session on
the user interface, it models normal I/O behavior of the workload
and compiles the suspicious events in a ranked list of RPs, where
each RP is associated with a recommendation rationale to assist
administrators in selecting the RP for the next recovery attempt.
SRA also collects the user feedback for analysis to refine the strategy
of generating the next batch of RP recommendations with recovery
semantic inference and session-tailored optimization.

• SRA generates RP recommendations in a data-driven manner
using a novel unsupervised machine learning algorithm to learn
regular block-level I/O patterns and identify unusual activities
to construct RP candidates.
• SRA offers interpretable recommendations where each RP is
associated with a summary of the recommendation rationale,
helping administrators to incorporate their domain knowledge
in the decision-making process.
• SRA is feedback-aware and fine-tunes the recommendation
strategy based on the feedback from administrators, allowing
session-tailored optimization.

2.1

SRA mines block-level I/O requests to recommend RPs. However,
such raw input is not directly useful in detecting interesting I/O
patterns and hence requires feature engineering for extracting the
high-level aggregated statistics. Therefore, SRA first employs I/O
feature extraction module to the block-level input stream and transforms it into a collection of carefully defined I/O characteristics.
Each characteristic is constructed by consolidating the block-level
I/O over an aggregation time window using different aggregation
functions. Table 1 provides a few example I/O characteristics employed by SRA, and Figure 3 visualizes the “IOps” and “Write Ratio”
with an aggregation window size of 15 minutes. Those time series
of I/O characteristics describe the unique behavior of the workload
and allow SRA to conduct time series modeling to detect unusual
patterns and construct RP candidates.
Detecting I/O pattern anomalies is challenging, especially in
workloads having complex and regularly repeated behaviors, as
unusual activities may blend into normal ones and become difficult
to identify. For instance, a crypto-ransomware attack was simulated
between the time interval marked in red color in Figure 3. Since the
regular behavior of the example workload contains periodic spikes,
the I/O overhead incurred by the attack seems to resemble one of the
normal spikes. Hence, it is difficult to spot even by human experts.
To tackle such challenges, we design a novel I/O pattern mining
algorithm employing unsupervised machine learning techniques.
We exploit the feature extraction module to generate a collection
of I/O characteristics using aggregation functions F over multiple

The existing crypto-ransomware detection systems can detect
attacks by using upper-layer information, such as process IDs and
file names [3, 7]. However, with evolving ransomware behaviors, it
is common for the attacks to remain undetected for some time [1,
11, 12], and in spite of detection, the attack could be well underway,
and the exact time of the attack may still be unknown. In such cases,
SRA can assist administrators to quickly retrieve the version of data
just prior to the point of the attack. Moreover, SRA offers a more
general-purpose solution even for non-filesystem based attacks,
e.g., database-level attack [17], which may not be detectable by
filesystem-level analysis.
In this paper, we demonstrate the applicability of SRA in recovering from crypto-ransomware attacks. However, we believe that SRA
can also be useful in detecting and recovering from other unusual
activities, e.g., accidental deletion of a large number of files.

2

Data-driven Recommendation

SRA SYSTEM OVERVIEW

SRA features interpretable RP recommendations through unsupervised machine learning with human-in-the-loop. Figure 2 illustrates
the system architecture with two ingredients: (1) data-driven component and (2) feedback-aware component.
The crypto-ransomware behavior typically consists of reading
victim files or databases, encrypting their content, and overwriting
them (or creating a new copy) [8]. Such behavior results in an
unusual I/O pattern at the block-level, which is rarely observed
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Crypto-ransomware Attack

Figure 4: The best offset from the optimal RP following recommendations from the baseline and SRA. SRA achieves data loss of only
9 minutes in the 1st recovery attempt, but the baseline takes nine
attempts to accomplish the same quality.

CDP-recoverable

Figure 3: The challenging scenarios where malicious I/O patterns
blended into regular I/O behaviors of the system.

which are precious for SRA in two aspects. First, we can leverage the well-known 3-σ rule to detect anomalies within the CDPrecoverable window. Second, the statistics also serve as an indicator
of how predictable is the I/O pattern. SRA possesses a weighting
mechanism that automatically emphasizes highly predictable I/O
characteristics as the violation of predictable patterns is much more
alarming than unpredictable ones. Eventually, we consolidate results across different I/O characteristics, temporal granularity, and
sub-time series to finalize the recommended RPs.

aggregation windows W. This design allows SRA to learn I/O
characteristics from various temporal granularities and uncover
anomalies spanning across both short and long durations. Then,
we detect statistically anomalous activities on each of the |F| ×
|W| time series and combine them to finalize the overall decision.
We introduce the concept of safe zones for SRA to securely learn
normal patterns without human supervision. While CDP allows
data recovery to any previous point in time, the oldest RP is often
restricted due to limited storage (e.g., the administrator can only
recover the system back to at most 7 days from now). We leverage
the historical I/O patterns outside the CDP-recoverable window (i.e.,
the safe zone) to mine normal I/O behaviors, which are exploited
to detect suspicious activities within the CDP-recoverable window
(see Figure 3). Note that I/O characteristics can be compactly stored
once they were extracted. Hence, even though historical block-level
I/O requests would be aged out, their I/O characteristics can still
be preserved at a low cost.
We design an ensemble learning-based algorithm to identify unusual activities on a given time series. In particular, we strategically
divide the input time series into multiple sub-time series, conquer
each sub-time series, and aggregate their decisions. This does not
only allow SRA to be highly parallelizable but also more accurate,
thanks to the error reduction property in ensemble learning [6].
Let y 1:N = {y1 , y2 , ..., y N } be a sub-time series to be conquered
and y 1:s be the segment inside the safe zone. SRA first leverages
autocorrelation to examine the periodicity of the I/O characteristics,
which is essential for the downstream analysis. In particular, we
use the Auto-Correlation Function (ACF) at lag k:
ACF(k ) =

t =k +1 (y t − ȳ 1:s )(y t −k − ȳ 1:s )
,
Ís
2
t =1 (y t − ȳ 1:s )

2.2

Ís

(1)

Í
where ȳ 1:s = s1 st =1 yt , to capture the correlation of a time series
to a delayed copy of itself. By examining the local maxima across
all k, one can obtain the periods of repeated patterns in y 1:s .
Upon determining the periodicity of y 1:s , SRA exploits a seasontrend decomposition technique based on STL [2] to decompose
y 1:N into three components:
y 1:N = Season(y 1:N ) + Trend(y 1:N ) + Residual(y 1:N ),

Feedback-aware Recommendation

Given that multiple uncommon activities can happen (e.g., a scheduled system update followed by a crypto-ransomware attack after
six hours), incorporating user feedback allows SRA to adapt to domain knowledge and recovery goal, and accordingly re-prioritize
the RP recommendations. To assist the administrators in providing
feedback, each RP is associated with a summary of rationale (e.g.,
an unusually high IOps is detected). We categorize feedback into
explicit and implicit, and design dedicated modules to interpret
feedback based on each recovery session.
Explicit feedback is obtained directly from the administrator
interacting with the SRA user interface, e.g., the satisfaction of
the recovery attempt, which can be answered by running verification functions on the recovered volume to determine whether
the recovery goal is met. It allows SRA to infer the new temporal
search space, refine the multi-granularity I/O pattern mining algorithm (e.g., the safe zone for statistics extraction), and regenerate
RP candidates for the next batch of recommendations.
Implicit feedback is collected indirectly by monitoring the behavior of the administrator throughout the recovery session. Every
recovery attempt begins with selecting an RP from the ranked list
generated by SRA. We build a session-specific recovery profile by
learning patterns of selected RPs (e.g., always avoiding RPs with
low IOps implies the event to be resolved tends to generate high
IOps). Then, SRA uses this profile to reorder the RP candidates.
Additionally, SRA keeps track of blocks accessed by the administrator during the verification process. Such information is valuable
in pinpointing high-quality RPs, e.g., by learning about the part of
data that is interesting to the administrator.

(2)

2.3

where the season and trend components constitute the normal
behavior of y 1:N while the residual component captures the uncertainty of measurements following a normal distribution. We extract
the statistics of residual from the safe zone (i.e., Residual(y 1:s )),

Evaluation

To delineate the advantages at the recovery stage of CDP using
SRA, Figure 4 compares it with a baseline strategy using binary
search, a common option adopted by the administrators, iteratively
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Figure 5: Screenshots of SRA’s user interface.

reducing the temporal search space by half. We create two recovery
sessions to recover the data of the same application undergone
a simulated crypto-ransomware attack. Each of them follows the
recommendations from their respective algorithm and attempts
recovery ten times. We measure the best offset from the optimal
RP reached at each recovery attempt. After the 1st attempt, the
recovery session using SRA can already reach an RP 9 minutes
before the start time of the attack, which was kept secret from
SRA. The same recovery quality in the session using binary search
can not be reached until the 9th attempt. Interestingly, SRA does
not stop progressing and continues to reach better RPs when the
administrator keeps following the refined recommendations and
eventually achieves the optimal RP at the 6th trial.

3

current best offset from the optimal RP, and a comparison between
SRA and binary search recovery progress. Note that such evaluation is unavailable in practical deployments where the ground truth
attack time is inaccessible. Participants are also allowed to visualize
the I/O patterns extracted by SRA for data-driven recommendations
through the visualization dashboard.
The demonstration begins with understanding the importance
of SRA’s machine learning approach to detect unusual activities
for data-driven recommendations. We compare the I/O patterns
extracted from different simulation settings to show that identifying
malicious I/O blended into normal behaviors of the workload is
challenging even for a human expert. It further strengthens the
need for a sophisticated technique to mine the I/O patterns of the
system and detect activities violating typical behaviors.
The next set of demonstrations include recovery sessions resolving crypto-ransomware attacks with minimal data loss and
recovery attempts. We demonstrate two extreme cases. We first
consider the scenario where the administrator always trusts SRA
and selects the top-ranked RP to be the next recovery attempt. SRA
can offer high-quality recommendations and lead to markedly less
data loss than the binary search solution using the same number
of recovery attempts. Next, we demonstrate the case where the
administrator always selects the least-likely RP returned by SRA.
The goal is to reveal SRA’s ability to progressively correct users’
suboptimal decisions, which is inevitable in practice even if the
recovery is operated by an experienced administrator.
In summary, the demonstration provides participants opportunities to experience the intelligent recovery offered by SRA. With
thousands of test cases covering a wide range of scenarios, SRA
unleashes the full potential of CDP by offering interpretable, datadriven, and feedback-aware RP recommendations.

DEMONSTRATION OVERVIEW

Our demonstrations leverage SRA to resolve crypto-ransomware
attacks. We provide test cases overlaying malicious I/O requests
simulating three infamous crypto-ransomware families (i.e., Cerber,
CBT-Locker, and CryptVault) on real-world block-level traces [14]:
a home directory, a web server, and an online learning platform.
The victim size and encryption speed of the attack are sampled from
distributions collected from real crypto-ransomware samples [3].
To mimic advanced adversaries who attempt to bypass defense
mechanisms by blending malicious I/O into regular patterns of the
workload, we provide additional test cases for Cerber with various
slow-down factors (e.g., 1/128×). By repeating each configuration
with randomly selected attack start time, over two thousand test
cases spanning across various workloads, attacks, and aggressiveness are available for demonstration participants to explore SRA.
Once participants configure the simulation and initiate the recovery session by clicking the “START” button in the SRA user
interface (Figure 5), the set of recommended RPs will be offered in
the recovery dashboard presented as both a timeline (top) and a
ranked list (bottom) where the detailed rationales are also available.
For example, one reason the top-ranked RP is recommended is the
number of read requests was unusually higher than writes within
the specified time period (i.e., 07:33 to 10:05). Upon selecting the
RP, the demonstration platform simulates the recovery attempt and
updates the summary, including the remaining search space, the
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